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Marius Burokas and Laurynas Katkus both had been resident poets at the Iowa
University creative writing program. Marius has published several collections of poetry.
He is the editor of an upcoming collection of 40 young Lithuanian poets. Marius has
translated a few of my poems and will translate my collection of poems" Vilnius Diary"
in the summer of 2015.
Laurynas Katkus' poems and short stories had been translated into German, English,
and other languages. He is one of the well-known poets of his generation.
Giedre Kazlauskaite is the editor of a prestigious literary journal North Athens (Siaures
Atenai). She received the literary award of the Vilnius Book Fair (winter of 2015). Giedre
has published several collections of poetry. Her themes include coping with depression,
coming out as a lesbian in a homophobic culture, women's issues etc. She is a very
original, brave, and honest poet.
Vytautas Stankus is a young Lithuanian poet who has published one collection of
poems. His poetry is very Lithuanian in terms of its melancholy moods, interesting
metaphors, reminding one of the paintings by Chiurlionis, a well-known 20th century
Lithuanian symbolist artist.
Simonas Bernotas is the youngest of the group. He is very talented; his poetry has been
influenced by rap, modern cinema, etc. Simonas is the child of the independent, postSoviet Lithuania.
Marius Burokas (b. 1977) is a poet, translator of American and English poetry (Allen
Ginsberg, Ted Hughes, Charles Simic, W. C. Williams, etc.), and literature reviewer. He
has published three books of poetry. In 2001, Marius participated in the International
Writing Program in Iowa. Some of his poetry was published in New European Poets
anthology (Greywolf Press, 2008). He lives in Vilnius, Lithuania.
Punctured Existence
Is it possible
that I will remember
only the hot void
of nature?
repeated
darkness attacks
getting out of them
into sludge

Walking in it
drinking
writing
Not knowing
what to
hold on to
I stopped scraping
against stones
did not bruise a finger
City walls
stopped breaking
my nails
I learned fine
how not to be
Found in the dark
the plug
and
the oblivion zipper
and
the blanket of dusk
and
all burnt down
empty plazas
So now
for a while
I will not linger
anywhere
Never take the time
to tell
How sad
will be the ending
for all of us
What a great time
we will have celebrating afterwards.
*

Laurynas Katkus was born in 1972 in Vilnius. He studied Lithuanian and Comparative
literature in Vilnius, Leipzig, and Berlin and earned a PhD on exile in modern poetry. He
published three books of poetry, the last being “Už 7 gatvių” (Behind 7 streets, 2009).
His poems have been translated into German, English, Polish, Russian, Slovenian, and
other European languages; selection of poems in German appeared in 2003 and 2009, and
in English in 2011.
The books of essays Sklepas ( in Lithuanian) and Kabuff (in German) were published in
2011. In 2012 appeared Katkus’ first novel Judantys šešėliai (Moving Shadows).
Katkus was a fellow of Akademie Schloss Solitude, of Junge Akademie by Berlin
Academy of Arts, and of the International Writing Program in Iowa. Katkus translates
poetry, essays, and fiction from English, German, Russian, and Spanish. He lives in
Vilnius with his wife and three children.
After Six, after Seven
trams and cars,
having finished dancing the quadrille in city streets,
have been hiding in their burrows for a while. . .
K.Binkis
From the lair, trolleybus whiskers are sticking,
Trams roar, cut the tracks to get warm,
Neither railings, nor Venetian blinds
can contain curvaceous windows.
Day-laborers are waiting to be hired by the park,
smoking smuggled cigarettes,
in the bakery by the station the first crew of today’s croissants
is jumping on the shelf.
Another crossroads, half asleep,
what’s the light, where to turn, whose monument across the street?
Luckily, music: it deafens me and again
returns to its roundabout journey.
Push on gas, a hundred horse’-powered car flies
swallowing distance, pushing away air – God help,
and I’ll pass through the ghosts of bridges, through moving caves
once more to the place, where I’ve once lingered.
a hard candy, forgotten in the coat pocket.

Orderly, clumsily, in whatever fashion, people rise and get out
of hard dens, of sleep, of yesterday’s quarrels,
and ancient language dices are tapping harder,
and cantata sounds of commotion are getting brighter
in the streets that must be left by tomorrow.
Budapest, June 28,2011
offline
I recognize you everywhere: in subway tunnel shadows
in the whitness of someone’s shirt,a good-bye kiss,
in the neck curve of a nefertiti pushing on bike pedals
Your suppressed tear ( that sensitivity
can’t do anything with it)
is running down my elbow, a strange feeling
it falls on roads outlined on the map
and plains ripple from Suvalkija to Odra
until I fall asleep on the hard bus seat
Like a sponge on a tree trunk
I spent so many centuries with you in seven years
my glances at you getting shorter and shorter,my thoughts of you-ever plainer.
But when I hear your low voice wandering
in the computer,
sap starts circulating in my strained back
Free conversation, year after year
silent pauses so loud, they could not be outscreamed
by all stuffed to the hilt stadiums of this country
A spark into the far reaching darkness
when woken up by the church bells
I begin to blindly fumble
Year after year your breasts are getting riper
and sweeter, when off–//
*

Giedrė Kazlauskaitė, born in 1980, studied Lithuanian literature at Vilnius University,
where she wrote her doctoral dissertation. Her first book was of prose, her second—
poetry. Giedrė's third book, written together with Father Julius Sasauskas, presents
commentary on the gospels. Since 2010, she has served as the editor of the weekly
cultural periodical Šiaurės Atėnai (Athens of the North). Her fourth book of poetry
Meninos (Las Meninas) was published in 2014 and has won several awards.
A Poem for the Shrink (How Can You Do Without One)
I feel sorry for guardian angels that have to protect repeat offenders;
I would not have the courage to look mine in the eye. If I happen to stumble upon
one, I’ll dart away without looking back, as if he were a Basilisk.
I remember parents meeting to tell each other about their second divorces and I (at
fourteen) went to a Rachmaninov concert. I am not saying this out of self-pity, but I
was used to distract myself by opera and theater.
Music and triumphant complexes that he had written down for his psychiatrist,
who had cured him from a creative crisis;
even I felt hypnotized in that performance space.
And that same thing happened with 8 ½, and Woody Allen, who had given a bad
name to psychoanalysis in a sense and to me, even though I am not such a huge offender.
That music, these films, those paper textbooks that I had used to make origami,

hiding behind a laptop; forty patients.
A friend, (that you know of, that I am going to refer to you), writes these text messages:
There are some films where shrinks sin, but this one is highly professional.
The question is, would you want to, if he were just some guy, not your soul keeper.
If you consider your body a prison in a traditional sense.
In these two suitcases in your hands, which I saw in a dream,
you could use to carry some onions, cut up so finely
to clean out the stink from your heart.
What are these horrible vivid dreams worth,
unless they turn into literature? What are these scholarships worth
that I had used to install a pipe organ in my head?
Remember, I used to hate feminists terribly,
In my belief that I was the only one with a right to demolish cities
with monuments to the Victorious Male,
happy swallows with pecked out eyes.
After the Androcide, when sky scrapers will be replaced
with large funereal pits
and sexes will no longer be drawn to one another.
After the dissertation was finished, my home seemed to have burned down,
and another had not been built yet.
If you happen to die first, I will buy a skateboard,
an ice-breaker to destroy the metal bars caging my soul. It most likely
will press it down like a fallen piano.

My Circe and My Calypso
When you smile your psychotherapist ambivalent smile after the seven year session I
shudder and say I HAVE NOTHING ELSE TO TELL YOU the sea parts and I get out
without getting my shoes wet they are high heels and then it closes and takes me with it
to the odyssey’s (motherland) birthplace.
Why am I attracted to teenagers because they are beautiful they arouse me because they
can scream in the bus for all to hear when the least expected even my genius women
friends turn into Porky the Pigs without the feminine charisma of Minnie Mouse and no
internships or oxfords, they don’t have around their wrists strings with African beads
shells alligator skin up to their elbows and they would hang no chipped razor blades
around their tender piggy necks.

oh I was dying so fast without all the biological privileges of the fourteen year olds never
seeing a plane to get hold of never seeing anything pretty but shame becomes Electra
shame turned against self self-analysis this side of the pleasure principle since you would
not let me kill myself even from the deepest refugee’s nostalgia let me go to my
motherland let me go to my folks seven long stadium circles years every morning
spending begging you since we are inseparable like Zeus’s family with three kids living
their righteous lives find 20 differences among pictures and at least one thing they have
in common except for gender
if you tell me to starve and not to drink I will listen to you more than to any crazy god or
theologian you are so beautiful that you scare me
*
Vytautas Stankus
Before Saying Good-Bye
1.
Mice are gnawing their way inward
it means summer is ending
rain caps holes with its fingers
At night the door to the cave is lit up
but no one visits
even to hide from the rain
it used to snow
but even snow wouldn't dare
only mice gnawing their way
inside the moon keep making noise:
— mama, what is this light?
— child, it is hard to know:
it does not exist, neither do we
only gnawing.
2.
I would like us to quietly breathe towards each other
when we wake up
breathe quietly while it rains
too lazy to rise while the rain is washing away

the burnt down city
only the longing for it remains
while the walls are closing above our heads,
3.
I often recall
us drinking coffee under the bridge
you holding a lit cigarette between your fingers
the river rounding its spine–
breaking
4.
when we were hiding in a church
a swan flew above your head
— what happened, what?
— nothing
it could not have been more beautiful
this passing
It Snows
only sleep only sleep
le petit mort
when September is like this
I don't see, but can hear the snow
approaching little by little.
It'll rage through the night
in the sleep chasing the dog
away from me away from me
to a place with more light and life–
God is shucking chestnuts husk behind the window
but we think it's snowing,
and we dance, and we dance, and we laugh
and keep forgetting we are dead
and we bring up our children
and in the fog we grow poppies
and humidity makes our skin pucker.
and we feel we are missing something else
hard to say what it is, maybe snow

it's not cold, only a large dog has swallowed
a big chunk of tranquility.

Twenty First Letter from Behind the Mirror
I am writing you a letter after letter
please, understand–I have no one else to write to–
I don’t know – do you read them or throw them away–
no clear sign –no answer–
no wind– – –but I believe you are
somewhere there, living well enough, happily even–
much better than I do– – –that’s the only way I can deal with it,
the only way to bear it
knowing, that there’s no wind and no clear sign
in this snowed in field
where I am fearful, not a coward,– just timid.
Twenty Seventh Letter from Behind the Mirror
I think I am going mad
it seems I’m going
mad, it seems
I’m going mad, man
It seems I am going
mad man it seems
I am going– – –

I’d seen myself on the opposite bank of the river
–––
said hello
*

Simonas Bernotas
In an art gallery
In an art gallery visitors are requested not to touch exhibits
A child notices an electric outlet
stops decides it's an art work
*
fireworks

Bang

I was at the wheel of a pink limo
in the back seat – a corpse of a mafioso
or some other type of jerk with a headshot wound
and in the luggage compartment a bunch of green dollar bills

I was waiting for you.
I was puffing on a cigar releasing snake like circles of smoke
the jerk in the back seat blinked moved smiled
at me I shuddered wanted to speed up
pushed on gas realized it was not worth resisting
swallowed one snake it bit me in my tongue tip
I was bleeding it seems the dollar bills blossomed
I sensed the bloom from my seat
behind me police patrol lights
I elegantly pulled out a pistol one bullet left
white highway lanes merging not far a red light
blinking so bright that it blinded me
I crashed into a speeding by me racketeer’s Mers
and I died.

Oh, if only things had been so simple
the cop who had followed me was smeared
with a donut stuffing right next to his badge
I wanted to offer him some cleaning powder
but I was dead already and for the dead
it’s really hard to talk
so he started filling out a protocol
omitting to mention the dollar bills
then took the gun and shot himself
or maybe not
how would I know–I was lying on the road
all covered with blood among broken glass

from the limo windows
and still without a doubt. In my head.
communism
your girl versus my girl
it's a draw
your crocodile versus my crocodile
it's a draw
your pineapple versus my pineapple
it's a draw
your combine harvester versus my combine harvester
it's a draw
the missing part of your text versus the missing part
of my text
it's draw
your text message versus my text message
it’s a draw
your damocles sword versus my damocles sword
it's a draw
your star wars versus my star wars
it's a draw
your euripides versus my euripides
it's a draw
your minotaur versus my minotaur
it's a draw
one takes the lead, another catches up
nobody wins nobody loses
and vice versa
there is no way of knowing which one is whose
we have no way of knowing
how to share equally.
Roadside Picnic
When the short hand on the watch reached zero
and my brain blanked below comprehension
we went out and walked on roads
had roadside picnics
we competed with each other
to prove whose campfire was hotter
whose women were more naked
women from the Manet painting
had mastered the act of bathing.

The bodies glowed so
that we could easily walk along roads
without an outside light or electric torches.
The women guided us in this blindness
they demonstrated how color their bodies cast
did wanders to get us through the narrowest tunnels.
Compass pointer then fluctuated
but soon caught up with the watch hands
and then the place and the time would coincide
for a while.
Communion
By the end of supper
she takes a glass of Rhine wine
and gulps it down.
Black dress with a sweet neckline.
her laugh is a bird song.
Colorful birds and a babbling waterfall
under which we once bathed
our nakedness blush on her cheeks
still remaining from the feast like
a chess queen she is senses her importance
makes a move
hesitates in response to touch
figures start running fever
from her icy queen stare
she shifts suddenly when the clock strikes midnight
Hopefully she will leave her crystal slipper
to have to return to fetch it
and the night embraces the body that we had shared
not so long ago.
The Artist
He was into music
could play 44 instruments
including pounding with his feet
whistling and snapping fingers.
He used to photograph
birthdays weddings christenings
anniversaries funerals
in that moment when the soul

parts from the body
or body from soul.
He used to paint corridors
of apartments buildings.
Spray on walls some controversial
crazy colors.
At times he drew a bit in his notebooks.
He acted out his life
if you could call it a life
and if he did not act
he may have believe
he acted.
But sometimes he forgot about it
and just lived.

About the translator:

Anna Halberstadt has published many works in the field of psychology, but she has
found poetry to be a more adequate and condensed way to expand on the same themes—
growing up as a child of Holocaust survivors in a country still struggling with past
trauma, living in three countries (Lithuania, Russia, the United States), and immigration.
Halberstadt was a finalist of the 2013 Mudfish poetry contest. Her creative work has been

published by Amarillo Bay, Alembic, Atlanta Review, Bluestem, Cimarron
Review, Forge, Good Men Project, Hawaii Pacific Review Lilith, Mudfish, St. Petersburg
Review, Permafrost, Crack the Spine, Rio Grande Review, Jewish Women’s Literary
Annual, and Tiferet, and translations of her poems were published in the Lithuanian
journals Literatūra Ir Menas and Šiaurės Atėnai. Her poetry in Russian was published in
the international anthology Nash Krym (KRiK, New York) in the winter of 2014. Her
translations of poetry from the Lithuanian had been published in St. Petersburg Review,
Quarterly West, and Springhouse Journal. Her collection of poetry Vilnius Diary was
published in the Mudfish Individual Poet Series, Box Turtle Press, in the summer of
2014. The poem I Was Reborn was nominated for the Pushcart Prize 2014 by Mudfish.

